
CITY OF RHINELANDER 
JOINT PARKS, BUILDING & GROUNDS/GOLF COURSE ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE 
MEETING MINUTES 

AUGUST 12, 2010 – 4:00- 5:40 P.M. 
CITY HALL 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT:   Sherrie Belliveau, Tom Gleason, Joe Salzer, Sonny Paszak, 

Alex Young, Don Torbenson 
 
MEMBERS ABSENT: Tom Kelly and Dick Butterfield  
  
OTHERS PRESENT: Golf Course Superintendent Joe Andersen, City 

Administrator Bill Bell, Mark Pelletier, Sandra Bergman, Bob 
Berns, Jeremy Biolo, Kevin Boneske, Dan Buckley, Mayor 
Richard Johns, Luke Laggis, Craig Mandli, Parks Director 
Gunder Paulsen, Mary Richardson (arrived 4:35), Dawn 
Rog, Alex Ronallo and Doug Weight. 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Chairman Belliveau called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m. The media was notified, the 
agenda was posted, and a quorum was present to do business. 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS   
 

A. Discuss/Approve 2011 Budget Planning Initiative – Proposed Parks/Golf Course 
Operations Consolidation Plan 

 
Bell passed out information, proposals and job descriptions he prepared.  Belliveau 
stated the job descriptions were new for the Parks Committee as they have not 
reviewed them previously.   
 
Bell reviewed his proposal which was originally brought up last November as part of 
the budget.  Bell explained Options 1 and 2.  The City started last year by not filling 
a part-time secretary position in the Police Department, and is looking at reducing 
the Clerk’s office assistant position to part time and no benefits.  A municipal court 
would save the position in the Clerk’s office, with changes to the custodian position 
and billing some of those hours to the court also.  Bell had a couple meetings with 
staff, Paulsen, Andersen and Biolo.  Bell talked about this proposal a bit at the last 
Golf Course Committee Meeting.  He presented a summary of how they got to this 
point.  Paszak stated the County is downing 5% in their budget so there’s no 
increase in taxes, and we also have to cut. 
 
Belliveau questioned that Bell said his office would take on responsibilities but he is 
often unavailable to Council members and that is a concern.  Time is an issue 
especially if there is a problem.  She asked who is going to supervise these extra 13 
part time people.  Jeremy is a union employee and cannot assume supervisory 
responsibilities.  She can’t envision Bell out at the parks and taking care of buildings.  
She said the cemetery is a huge concern of the Mayor’s and it’s very important to 
have one person dedicated to the cemetery only.   
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Everyone reviewed last month’s minutes briefly. 
 
Rog spoke about having more staff in the past, a full time sexton and 3 parks 
employees, and having a recreation department and a large budget.  There was 
interest in 1998 about the same situation where the parks needed updating and 
there was a tremendous amount of effort by clubs and organizations to work 
together to fund and bring the standards up.  In 2007 they were able to put $15,000 
aside to improve the parks.  The Parks Director at that time was coming to the point 
of retiring, we made a switch to a Northwood Golf Course employee, the cemetery 
sexton retired and they did not replace him, which was a $60,000 union position.  
Parks didn’t do 100% of what was needed back then either, there was no 
playground equipment.  The stuff they had was over 30 years old and they were 
able to raise money and have organizations purchase equipment.  It was updated 
and they never had any updates in the past, there was no park shelter fee and that 
was created and the money was strictly for buying new equipment or replacing it.  
BMX is new and there is still a lot to do.  Buildings have not been ignored, they have 
been taken care of with the money allotted.  Parks are the first place that people go 
when it’s time to cut budgets.  Rog is confused why you would start at the top with 
cuts and where is that going to go with other departments.  She states she was a 
past member of the Golf Committee and they made a promise to the citizens it 
would stay an enterprise and pay for itself.  Why change it from being an enterprise?  
Why trade in the parks for the golf course?  There was a park and recreation 
committee before the golf course came about.  Park and recreation was not the 
place to discuss golf, is it going to be a combined committee? 
 
Weight stated he served on Council and was part of the group that hired Bell. The 
Golf Course is supposed to be a separate entity from the general fund and this 
proposal could cause it to become part of the tax roll.  The Golf Course has had to 
borrow from the city every year and currently owes approximately $500,000.  Its 
time they look at refinancing and we are at that point.  There is a loan for the 
clubhouse, a loan for work done on the irrigation system, outstanding debts the Golf 
Course has, and the thought was there would be financial review of golf course debt 
and city debt.  He spent 14 years on Council and a lot of things transpired.  Parks is 
one department that has always been looked at for saving money and other 
departments never looked at.  There’s a huge difference in the parks budget now 
from about 8-9 years ago.  There have been comments about condition of the 
restrooms and the blame was put on Paulsen, but the City never gave Parks 
adequate money to keep up maintenance.  Weight thought Paulsen did a 
commendable job on a shoe string.  To propose any merger is definitely wrong. As 
an advocate for cutting costs and saving money when he was on Council, they 
worked to lower taxes.  At one time we were one of the highest taxed communities 
in the state, but we brought it down.  He is concerned that if we go ahead with either 
proposal, the mixing will in the long run end up where the golf course will be a City 
tax function, which is wrong.  Weight can’t imagine 13 part time people cutting grass 
and not ending up at the Golf Course cutting grass.  Parks right now just moved the 
fair to Pioneer and he thinks it’s fantastic, he walked the fair and he saw Paulsen 
there working both days.  Weight said Paulsen is a man when the community needs 
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help, he is there.  Who are they going to call if he is gone?  These proposals will 
create overtime.  How can one man maintain these parks to the degree the City 
expects and the cemetery, he cannot see how it can happen.  Weight encourages 
members to look at other ways to cut money.  He states he was chair of Finance, 
and many people were involved with the budget, not just one person bringing the 
budget to the others. 
 
Belliveau said there would continue to be two separate committees, although in a 
few years, maybe a consolidation would happen.  Belliveau said it’s a valid point that 
the mixture of labor could happen and the Golf Course must remain an enterprise.  
Loans for the Golf Course in the amount of $566,000 have been subsidized by 
taxpayers. 
 
Weight stated that the Golf Course borrows from the City with interest and the 
money will be paid back with interest.  Weight said to get out there, refinance, and 
quit borrowing from the City.  Bell stated that after 2020 the Golf Course would start 
repaying.  Bell said the only consolidation would be grounds maintenance 
supervision at no additional cost to the taxpayers or the Golf Course.  We would add 
man hours under this proposal and there would be more people out there working 
than there are currently.  Andersen will only supervise planning, fertilization, and be 
driving by the work sites a couple of times each day.  The union employee will do 
building maintenance only.  Bell also stated anything significant will be contracted 
out.  Bell states he works with the community on events at the parks and he will 
handle all of those events from his office. 
 
Weight asked if the City is considering cuts in other departments also.  Bell said yes, 
we started last year by not filling a part-time position at the Police Department.  
Weight asked about the budgeting process as the Finance Committee used to be 
very involved in the process.  Bell states the Finance Director and department heads 
go over the budget and then he goes through everything before it goes to Finance. 
Weight said the Finance Committee worked closely with the attorney and the unions 
for contract negotiations, and asked if this is still handled that way. Bell states that 
Finance is still involved in union negotiations.   
 
Weight asked about considering a wage freeze.  If large increases are given it 
imperils future budgets.  The total parks budget is not huge, it’s very small, now 
people are trying to put a dog park at Shepard, we have the fair at Pioneer, all of this 
will need help and to take away the director now is a poor decision.  You can add 20 
part time people but it doesn’t replace the knowledge and experience of one man.  
He states that having been in business for many years he knows firsthand that you 
can hire 10 part timers to replace two and they can’t hold a candle to one person.  
Paulsen is a proven hard working dedicated employee that you are putting out to 
pasture and Weight thinks it’s morally wrong.   
 
Rog states when they created the City Administrator position they didn’t see it as 
micromanaging other departments.  She brought up that during Bell’s interview, he 
was asked about sharing a secretary with the City Attorney and he said it was no 
problem, yet it became a full time personal secretary to Bell, and another full time 
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position was added to the Clerk’s office which equals 1 ½ positions created that 
weren’t there in the past.  Bell states the Clerk’s office position was to be paid from 
CDBG and the City Attorney.  Rog asked about the current wastewater treatment 
plant being turned into a fishing park, how is this going to work?  Volunteers are 
essential to the parks.  Who is going to answer to the volunteers in a reasonable 
amount of time? What they have now works for them, and if it goes away, we’ll lose 
the volunteers.  Look back at how people were treated during the vote for the Golf 
Course, it was 6-1 and the following term all the Council was replaced because the 
public was not happy about having a golf course.  Paszak said he owned a 
supermarket at the time and he received numerous complaints about it at his place 
of business. 
 
Pelletier states it was always the intention to keep the Golf Course an enterprise.  
Public Works did the road as it was a city street.  They have looked at refinancing 
and additional refinancing for the golf course.  We still will end up $400,000 to 
$500,000 short.  They must cut services and the Police Department and Public 
Works have less employees than they used to.   
 
Belliveau said if Jeremy is called in, he now takes comp time. With this plan, he 
won’t be able to take that extra time off, so we’ll end up paying overtime.  She states 
Bell is paid to be the Administrator, not to supervise the parks. She asked how 
emergencies will be handled.  She gets calls on the weekends, such as the 
bathrooms are locked, she calls Gunder and he goes and takes care of it.  Who will 
people call in emergencies?  Bell stated they can call him, the Mayor, etc.  Belliveau 
stated that Council members can’t even get ahold of Bell during the week let alone 
the weekend.  Who is going to train to part time employees to do the work at the 
cemetery, train them to dig graves etc., what about part time turnover? 
 
The Mayor said he has concerns about the cemetery.  If this goes into effect and 
Jeremy is on vacation, who is going to dig graves for a funeral?  Bell said the part 
time staff will do it.  Belliveau asked if that is going to be on Andersen to supervise 
burials on the weekends.  Mayor said he has worked with the undertakers and we 
have a system now that works for them, and if you take that away and go with part 
time help, you are going to have a mess on your hands.  Mayor states the cemetery 
has been effective and met the community needs.  Part time doesn’t flow as easy 
and to have Andersen running all over to check on everyone is a stretch.  The ball 
park is one of the nicest facilities we have, which was all done by volunteers, and we 
need to keep them happy.  He said he gets phone calls on the weekend and it’s nice 
to know he can call Gunder and it will get taken care of immediately.   
 
Salzer said his big concern is about reallocation of duties, and asked if this proposal 
is even reasonable.  He asked Bell how much extra time he has to handle the duties 
that will fall to him.  He asked if it’s reasonable to have any parks duties fall onto the 
administrator, is that how we want him to spend his time?  Who do they call if 
something happens after hours?  Biolo’s overtime and comp time will be 
extraordinary.   
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Paszak asked Paulsen what the parks do in winter time.  Paulsen stated they plow, 
remove snow from sidewalks, equipment repair, ice rink, there’s about 600 picnic 
tables to refurbish.  They are down to just two people in the winter.  Gunder stated 
that as it is, if it snows on Christmas Day, he’s the one who comes in and plows out 
the Police and Fire Departments until Public Works can get to the bigger stuff.  
Paszak said Paulsen did a good job at the fair.  Paulsen explained about the 
cemetery and there is much more to it than digging graves.  He has never buried 
anyone in the wrong place.  It has happened in the past.  Salzer asked if it’s difficult 
to dig a grave; it looks like a pretty precise thing.  Biolo digs the hole, Paulsen 
directs Biolo to where the grave goes.  It can be complicated.  In the winter, you 
have to find it under the snow and thaw the ground.  Records are ancient and 
imprecise and you have to play detective to get it right.  Records are atrocious for 
certain years and the further back you go, the worse it is. It would be terrible for 
someone to arrive at the cemetery and think they’re burying their loved one next to a 
relative, and find the grave has been dug in the wrong plot.  Part time employees 
aren’t going to take care of those details.  Jeremy knows how to locate, but he's 
better at digging; Paulsen is better at locating.  Paulsen stated that he’s always 
available, always on call; the parks phone number gets forwarded to his cell phone. 
 
Bergman stated that she is a former Council member and former Council president 
and chair of Finance.  She reminded everyone that this is a proposal and not set in 
stone.  Parks and Golf Course are separate but equal. When the Golf Course was 
created, we promised not to intermingle funds.  Of course there will be cooperation 
between departments, we have always had that and couldn’t survive without it.  But 
you cannot comingle funds and you gave your word to the taxpayers.  Bergman 
continues that Bell is very capable, but sometimes things don’t stay in the boxes you 
put them in, and they don’t quite work the way you planned.  With this proposal you 
have part time replacements, like a summer camp.  This isn’t camp.  It is important; 
you must have well trained and dedicated people.  Some come back year after year, 
others do not.  If you are a volunteer at the Golf Course you know you can go to 
Andersen, Buckley, O’Melia or Paszak.  Paulsen is the only contact for volunteers in 
the parks and if he is gone, who do you go to?  We are better off to have that single 
person who is responsible to the City.  Bergman encourages members to take a real 
heartfelt look at the budget.  Try to keep the parks intact and take responsibility.  
This proposal came to be about people instead of a position.  Bergman also doesn’t 
want tax dollars to support the Golf Course. 
 
Paulsen states there are many logistical flaws, but the focus is on money.  He states 
that he doesn’t think Andersen really wants to do this, he is working his butt off 
already.  The part timers can’t work weekends and holidays without supervision.  A 
non-experienced part timer cannot handle a weekend burial if Biolo is gone or on 
vacation.  Paulsen has looked at Options 1 and 2 and there are errors with the 
numbers.  He passed out adjusted figures.  Paulsen’s numbers include 
unemployment for his position and for the part time employees who get laid off over 
the winter.  Bell’s proposal does not factor in unemployment.  Paulsen states Bell’s 
proposal used 5% for health insurance, but we know it will be at least 9% and 
probably more.  There are also wage increases and retirement costs for part timers 
who come back the next year.  Paulsen said this would be the first time the City has 
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eliminated a position not through attrition.  He states cutting jobs isn’t the only way 
to save money.  There are 9 employees in the public works, water and sewer 
department eligible for retirement now and 4 more in 2011.  Nobody can say for sure 
but it’s safe to assume that out of 13 people at least one would retire within a year.  
Wage increases cost big bucks, the 2010 increases cost the City approximately 
$168,000.  Paulsen wanted to clarify the wastewater job issue.  Paulsen said Bell 
offered him the job, he talked to John Zatopa, he was going to take the job, but then 
the offer was withdrawn later that same day.  Paulsen was told he could apply like 
everyone else, but why would he do that when he’d already been rejected for the 
job.  He stated he is only a few years away from retirement but besides this affecting 
him personally it is not in the best interests of the City.  Paulsen is willing to sacrifice 
and willing to take a pay cut.  He proposed to cut his salary to match the Assistant 
Water Superintendent which would save $11,000 the first year.  Paulsen said the 
City has a personnel policy that you lay off from the bottom up.  City has always 
followed the policy and why would we not be following it now. 
 
Paszak states Paulsen does a good job and doesn’t deserve a cut in pay nor should 
he have to apply for another position.  Paulsen states he is willing to do whatever it 
takes for the best interest of the City, desperate times call for desperate measures. 
 
Pelletier states this has become an extremely emotional situation on everyone, 
especially Paulsen.  He would like to try to get away from that and look at the 
position not the person.  If Paulsen was ready to retire would we still consolidate, if 
he was at retirement age, would we replace him?  Belliveau said she would still 
have the same concerns at that point. 
 
Rog said knowing about the economy, she is quite surprised with the salary 
increases last year and the amounts for certain positions.  A few years ago we had a 
wage freeze and that needs to be thought out a bit. Her main concern is if you do 
this consolidation, you will take a beating from the volunteers and take a decrease in 
service.  She asked why the cuts are always from the parks and why is the golf 
course more important? 
 
Weight disagrees with Paulsen applying for another job, it belittles him, and it shows 
how dedicated he is to working for the City that he would consider a pay cut.  Weight 
cannot see the City trying to operate the parks without that position.  Pelletier asked 
if the person were not in the position and if that were separate would we be in the 
same spot?  Weight states he would support funding the position no matter what. 
 
Bergman thanked Belliveau for searching through minutes and taking her questions, 
thanked Bell for answering her questions in a straight forward manner, and thanked 
the committee for making her feel welcome.  Salzer thanked predecessors Weight, 
Rog and Bergman for the history they shared and a little butt chewing. 
 
Pelletier stated the golf course was created as an enterprise fund and the intent is to 
keep it that way.  Bergman stated the promise was the course would not be on the 
tax rolls and now there are IOU’s.  Bell said they will refinance and will get it so they 
no longer have to borrow from the City’s general fund. 
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Bell states his job is to present options for cutting budgets.  He encourages people 
to come up with more cost saving measures.  Belliveau asked if each department is 
given a percentage they have to cut like the county is doing.  Mayor said when they 
did the wage freeze it was beneficial to everyone and it worked out very well.  Bell 
said they inflated the increases the next two years to make up for that freeze. 
 
Pelletier said it’s good to have proposals on the table with the other ones. We don’t 
have knowledge of what health insurance is going to be yet.  We don’t want 
temporary band aids.  Items that are taken out of the budget will have to eventually 
come back into the budget.   
 
Belliveau said there is no need to schedule another special meeting.  If the Golf 
Course committee has any concerns, they should bring them to the next Parks 
meeting.   

  
MATTERS OF EMERGENCY/INFORMATIONAL NATURE   
 
 
FUTURE AGENDA REQUESTS AND MEETING DATE 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
YOUNG/GLEASON OF THE PARKS COMMITTEE AND YOUNG/PASZAK OF THE 
GOLF COURSE COMMITTEE MOTION TO ADJOURN THE AUGUST 12, 2010 JOINT 
PARKS, BUILDINGS & GROUNDS/GOLF COURSE COMMISSION MEETING AT 
5:40 P.M.  ALL AYE; MOTION CARRIED. 
 
APPROVED BY_____________________________________ 
 
RECEIVED COPY___________________________________ 
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